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ABSTRACT | This article will describe the progress since 2000
on research and development in 2-D and 3-D scalable resolution display walls that are built from tiling individual lower
resolution flat panel displays. The article will describe approaches and trends in display hardware construction, middleware architecture, and user-interaction design. The article
will also highlight examples of use cases and the benefits the
technology has brought to their respective disciplines.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Global cyberinfrastructure, whether sensornets, supercomputers, or the Cloud, is transforming the way teams of
scientists and engineers study and understand complex
systemsVwhether physical, geological, biological, environmental, or atmosphericVfrom the micro- to the
macroscale, in both time and space. These systems also
produce greater volumes of data than ever before, which
need to be correlated and interpreted in order for
researchers to gain insight and knowledge. This has created
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a major challenge for researchers who must now learn to
manage the increased scale and complexity of their work.
Visualization is still the most effective means for
researchers to gain insightVnearly one-third of the human
brain is devoted to processing visual information, and 3-D
visual cues, or stereoscopy, have been shown to be beneficial for disambiguating multidimensional information
[27], [38]. In the scientific discovery process, visualization
serves three important roles: it can help to quickly verify
the correctness of a complex simulation model during
initial development; it can make simulation results more
immediately available when tightly integrated with the
model; and it can help make solutions more easily understood by lay audiences, whether public policy decision
makers or the general public.
In 2000, the Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL)
began development of the Continuum (Fig. 1) to understand how people might be able to mitigate the problems of
scale and complexity in data by working in project rooms
where traditional paper-based media could be replaced
with digital media [22]. Paper easels, poster boards and
whiteboards were replaced with arrays of 50-in plasma
displays equipped with a touch screen overlay, a 3-D
GeoWall projection display, a 2  2 tiling of 20-in LCDs,
and numerous wireless tablet computers. Users could
write directly on a digital whiteboard, they could manipulate the documents with a wireless tablet computer, and
they could communicate with distant colleagues using a
multisite video conferencing system. The GeoWall system
enabled them to view scientific data in 3-D while a tiling of
2  2 LCDs enabled them to view 2-D data such as highresolution maps.
The target audiences for the Continuum were scientists
and engineers who routinely had a need to collaborate with
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Fig. 1. The ContinuumVa project room at the Technology Research Education and Commercialization Center (TRECC) in Illinois (2000).

one another to interpret large quantities of disparate types
of data. This kind of workspace leverages the traditional
benefits of war rooms, which have been shown to increase
productivity by as much as twofold [35], and amplifies
them with interactive computing connected to high-speed
networks.
Based on this research EVL predicted that, as technologies become more affordable, seamless and infinitely
tileable displays will be used in a broad range of areas
including marketing and finance, entertainment, and
education, to name a few. This paper will discuss some
of the challenging technical issues of scalable resolution
display walls (SRDWs). The paper will begin with a
discussion of the computing and networking infrastructure
needed to construct walls of nearly arbitrary size and
resolution. Then it will describe the software systems
needed to build applications for the wall. The paper will
also describe approaches for interacting with SRDWs and
also highlight case studies of how a variety of user
communities have used them. Lastly this paper will discuss
issues that arise when attempting to enable seamless
stereoscopic 3-D on these walls.

II. HARDWARE

landscapes of information, art, and entertainment.[ The
technologies described in the papers in this issue were still
mostly tiling of projectors. However, a significant shift in
the computer industry occurred: the emergence of
powerful gaming graphics cards and PC clusters. This
was a shift from specialized high-end computers (for
computation and graphics) to off-the-shelf components
driven by the consumer market. A single PC today can
drive multiple displays using graphics processing units
(GPUs) with several video outputs and/or several GPUs at
the same time. Standard applications can now run
unmodified on such systems with high-resolution. At the
same time, HDTV has become widely available in the
consumer market with high-definition (HD) plasma and
LCD TVs. In the professional market 4-Mpixel LCD panels
have been introduced (Apple 30-in LCD at 2560  1600
pixel resolution) and 4-K projectors have become available
(Sony SXRD 4-K 4096  2160 pixel resolution). The
introduction of these new technologies requires the reexamining of past assumptions about SRDW hardware design.
Graphical computer systems designed to drive large
high-resolution displays have significantly evolved over
the years, as a result of converging trends from the highperformance computing community and the consumer
gaming market.

In 2000, a special issue of the IEEE Computer Graphics
and Applications [4] called B. . .Onto the wallVLarge
displays[ covered the early work in this space. Editors
Thomas Funkhouser and Kai Li selected papers that mostly
focused on how to build large-display systems using sets of
screens, projectors, cluster of computers, and graphics
software to drive them. Most of the papers addressed
computer system design, calibration and blending of
projectors, human–computer interaction, remote visualization, and content design. A few early adopters of these
technologies generated use case studies, in the car industry
and the Boffice of the future[ initiative for example.
Five years later, Gordon Kurtenbach and George
Fitzmaurice edited an issue of the magazine on the same
topic [5]. They wrote: Bthe emergence of large displays
holds the promise of basking us in rich and dynamic visual

A. Computer Systems
Initial systems consisted of a large graphics supercomputer (often manufactured by SGI) with custom graphics
cards driving cathode ray tube projectors. The CAVE
(4-wall stereoscopic room) (Fig. 2) [7] and large visualization walls (often three to four projector systems) were
designed this way: for instance, the CAVE first unveiled at
the SIGGRAPH’92 conference consisted of four Electrohome video projectors each driven by a Silicon Graphics
Onyx each with a Reality Engine graphics system. The
advent of powerful personal computers (sustained by
Moore’s law’s predicted increase in power and density)
and the development of Beowulf clusters and Grid
computing software packages offered new opportunities.
Affordable PC clusters could be equipped with powerful
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becoming today’s workstation, with tens of concurrent
tasks accessing large amounts of memory, driving several
GPUs and accessing high-bandwidth networks. It is
therefore now possible, and more practical, to build a
large high-resolution wall driven by a single computer.
One such example is the BCyber Commons[ wall at EVL
(see Fig. 3), an 18-Mpixel display designed for science and
education built around 18 near-seamless LCD panels
driven by one single PC (three GPUs output six dual-link
DVI signals which are multiplexed over eighteen singlelink DVI cables using six Matrox TripleHead2Go multidisplay adapters).

Fig. 2. The CAVE virtual reality environment (1992).

consumer graphics cards from the gaming market. This led
to the design of large projection systems with commodity
video projectors like the BScalable Display Wall[ at
Princeton University and the BOffice of the Future[ at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. As LCD
panels also became commodity devices, they replaced the
projectors. Though LCDs possessed large borders, they
were overall easier to maintain than projectors.
A complementary trend is the component parallelization inside today’s computer: while the frequency race has
slowed down in the industry, CPUs have become
increasingly parallel utilizing multicore technology. A
2011 workstation has as many as 12 cores (or 24 hardware
threads), with many more planned in the manufacturers
roadmaps. Similarly, GPUs are designed as a parallel
computing architecture with hundreds of processing units,
and fast PCI-express communication lets system integrators build systems with multiple GPUs and network
interfaces. Large memory capacity is also available with
increasing chip density. Overall, yesterday’s cluster is

B. Networking
While initial systems in the 1990s used shared-memory
within a graphics supercomputer to drive large displays,
networking technologies became essential to manage and
control a cluster of PCs. Slow networks by today’s
standards, 100-Mb LANs, were initially used to synchronize systems and share user interaction events with the
rendering nodes. Gigabit Ethernet networks and then
specialized networks (Myrinet, etc.) provided enough
bandwidth (and in some cases lower latency) to share more
data and change the programming models of these
displays. Infiniband, popular in the high performance
computing community, with its high-bandwidth and lowlatency proved useful: high-bandwidth meant convenient
access to large stored data sets to be rendered, while lowlatency was useful for user interaction and synchronization. However, in 2003, technology specialists noticed a
change in trends concerning optical networking and
envisioned a world where wide-area bandwidth would
become almost infinite (relative to local bandwidth) and
would surpass the capacity of any single endpoint, with
exponential capacity growth in the core of the network
(with DWDM optical network technology) and falling
price of 10-Gb/s network interface (at the endpoints). This

Fig. 3. Cyber-commons at the Electronic Visualization LaboratoryVan 18-Mpixel scalable resolution display wall (2009).
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is the premise of the National Science Foundation’s
OptIPuter project [33]. OptIPuter’s goal has been to
enable researchers to easily interact with large-scale data
objects and communicate via HD video with colleagues,
whether local or remote, as easily as the Web makes it easy
to access small data. The OptIPuter network was thought
of as an optical overlay to the standard shared Internet, so
that individual researchers could tightly couple computational resources over dedicated multigigabit optical networks. Such data superhighways are needed because the
shared Internet and the World Wide Web are engineered
to interactively handle megabyte-sized objects, whereas
today’s scientific instruments generate gigabyte- to terabytesized data sets [33]. One outcome of the OptIPuter project
was to scale up an end-user device from a single PC,
appropriate for the shared internet, to a SRDW driven by
low-cost commodity PC clusters and connected to an optical
network (termed an OptIPortal)Vto provide a greater pixel
display area, storage, compute power, and I/O bandwidth,
while maintaining personal interactivity (Fig. 4) [33]. To
manage the information on OptIPortals, visualization
middleware called the scalable adaptive graphics environment (SAGE) [19], was developed. SAGE is essentially an
operating system that lets users launch distributed visualization applications on remote clusters whose outputs are
then streamed directly to OptIPortals of variable size, where
they can be viewed and manipulated [29].
Not only reserved to the scientists, this model is
available today to everyone through the use of Bcloud
computing[ where services are hosted by providers (such
as Amazon, Google, Microsoft, etc.) on distributed data
centers located around the globe. When interacting with
colleagues and manipulating data sets, users leverage highperformance services (computation, storage, networking,
rendering) while receiving only processed results (documents, graphs, images, videos) over low-bandwidth
channels to his/her endpoints. Improvement in networking bandwidth to the endpoints will improve the quality of
the user experience, from mobile devices to the largest
high-resolution wall display.

C. The Compute Node
After the era of the graphics supercomputer (mainly
shared-memory SGI machines), intense developments
were focused on PC clusters equipped with high-frequency
processors. This led the processor industry to a Bpower
wall[ where a single 3-GHz chip could not be air-cooled
further with powerful fans. Simpler and smarter chips
were designed which opened two avenues: on the one
hand building systems with a very large number of nodes
using simpler chips (like IBM with Blue-Gene) supported
by very fast interconnection networks, and on the other
hand, building systems with fewer nodes but each one
including multiple simpler processors on a single chip (like
Intel with multicore processors or Nvidia with hundreds of
simple graphics processor cores onto a single chip). While
4
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Fig. 4. The LambdaVisionVa 100-Mpixel LCD OptIPortal was
built from 55 20-in LCD panels and driven by a cluster of
30 computers (2005).

both approaches are explored by scientists to provide the
highest-end systems in the world (toward peta- and exascale computing), the concentration of resources inside a
single box has been very useful when designing and
building a large display wall. Today, a single PC node can
provide a sizeable amount of computing resources (multicpu multicore systems with hardware threading support), a
combination of fast and large amount of storage (large
spinning hard drives and fast SSDs devices), several highend GPUs, and several multi-10-Gb/s network interfaces
(QDR Infiniband or dual-10-G Ethernet). A growing trend
is also to use the GPUs for both computation and graphics,
using a hybrid programming approach leveraging both
multicore processors and GPUs appropriately. The parallelism of such systems (many CPU cores, many GPU cores,
deep memory hierarchies, several network interfaces,
several level of storage) results in complex resource
allocation problems for the programmer [36]. However, it
presents many benefits for the end user, in this case a
domain scientist, having to manage only a single computer
(or just a few) instead of a large cluster.

D. The Displays
Initial wall displays were built around expensive and
bulky CRT projectors. While low intensity, they were
relatively high resolution and also highly configurable.
Driven by a growing market for projectors in boardrooms
to show Bpowerpoint[ presentations, CRT projectors were
eventually replaced by projectors that use LCD and DLP
technology, which were lower in cost and smaller in form
factor. These projectors presented, however, many challenges when used in groups (heat, maintenance, color
accuracy, uniformity, control, high-contrast, etc.). Numerous efforts were made to use these inexpensive projectors.
Although the initial cost of installation was relatively low,
the high maintenance cost made them impractical for longterm use on large-scale walls.
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The innovation in LCD technology expanded the design
space, especially with desktop LCD panels (or consumer
LCD HDTVs). LCD panels work reliably for tens of thousands of hours, are easily aligned in terms of color and
geometry, and are easy to mount into tiled arrays. The only
disadvantage was the thick borders/mullions around them.
Early adopters found them to be invaluable for viewing
high-resolution imagery such as satellite images, but found
them problematic for displaying textual information as the
thick borders tended to occlude text in ways that made it
difficult to read. What was needed were flat panel displays
with no borders or very small borders. To satisfy this
demand display manufacturers (e.g., NEC, Sharp, Samsung, etc.) finally introduced in 2009 LCD panels with
borders on the order of 2.5–3.5 mm per side, often referred
to as seamless or near-seamless displays. While still
expensive (from $5000 to $10 000 a panel), they provided
the first opportunity to build SRDWs with nonintrusive
borders. The first generation of these displays had a
resolution of 1366  768 per panel. The next generation
provided full 1920  1080 HD resolution.

II I. MIDDLEWARE
In order to drive a collection of displays as if it were one
unified display some form of middleware (either implemented as hardware or software) is needed to interface
between the user’s application and the graphics hardware
that drives the displays. While an application could
conceivably drive the graphics hardware directly, the use
of middleware has the advantage that it enables a broader
range of applications to operate on displays regardless of
resolution or tiling configuration.
One can classify tiled display middleware as window
managers such as Distributed Multihead X (DMX) [10] and
SAGE [20], or as parallel graphics rendering frameworks
such as Chromium [16], Equalizer [12], Cross-Platform
Cluster Graphics Library (CGLX) [11], and Deep
Computing Visualization (DCV) [17]. Tiled display window
managers enable users to run and interact with multiple
applications at the same time, as in a typical multitasking
operating system, whereas parallel rendering frameworks
are designed to enable an application to maximize the use
of a display wall’s resolution.
DMX provides a single unified X Window desktop by
coupling multiple X servers on multiple machines. In
DMX a master node distributes X Window primitives to
other client nodes which render the graphics. This allows
users to view and control general X applications on a tiled
display in the same way as they do on a desktop computer
environment. In contrast SAGE routes streams of pixels
that may come from multiple disparate and concurrently
running remote applications. SAGE provides a userinterface that enables multiple users to interact with the
windows on the wall simultaneously, which makes better
use of a large scale tiled display.

In Chromium, a server intercepts OpenGL command
streams from an OpenGL application and routes them to
the intended display client nodes for rendering. IBM’s
DCV is a proprietary solution that has a similar set of
functionalities to Chromium. Equalizer and CGLX are
similar in that they run a copy or part of the application
codes on the display client nodes, but Equalizer offers a
more scalable and flexible approach in which a user can
combine various parallel rendering algorithms, such as
sort-first or sort-last [26], and support multiscreen
configurations such as CAVEs or display walls. ICE-T is a
sort-last parallel rendering framework that can redistribute
the composited image fragments for a tiled display.
The main advantage of Chromium and DMX over other
approaches is that they enable conventional desktop
graphics applications to run on a tiled display without
modifying the underlying application code. However, this
application transparency only extends as far as supporting
OpenGL (Chromium) and X11 (DMX) applications. On
the other hand, SAGE can support a wider range of applications with minimal code change, because it fetches and
streams pixels from applications. Furthermore, SAGE
permits multiple applications to appear on the tiled display wall at the same time. Equalizer also requires some
application code modification. In its simplest mode
Equalizer runs an Equalizer-enabled OpenGL application
executable on each client node in a manner similar to
CGLX. ICE-T provides API calls to perform sort-last image
compositing and image data redistribution for a tiled
display. ParaView and VisIt [37], two widely used parallel
visualization tools, use ICE-T for image compositing.
Both Chromium and DMX have limited scalability
because in each its single data source (server) can become a
bottleneck as the number of display client nodes increases.
Equalizer and CGLX show better scalability than
Chromium because each rendering client directly reads
data from the data source (e.g., the file system) in parallel.
Chromium also provides a parallel application interface for
sort-last rendering, but it loses its main advantage,
application transparency, in this mode. Chromium generally shows good performance with fill-rate limited applications running in retained mode (i.e., graphics data are
streamed once in the beginning and follow-on streams are
mostly control messages). However, even in the best case,
Chromium is outperformed by Equalizer as the number of
rendering clients increases [12]. While the maximum tiled
display dimension DMX supports is 4  4 (16 display client
nodes), SAGE is designed to support much larger tiled
displays (e.g., 15  5 tiles driven by 27 display client nodes).
Because SAGE can route pixel streams from multiple
application nodes to tiled display nodes, it does not have
the single data source bottleneck.
SAGE’s uniqueness lies in that it supports distant
collaboration among multiple endpoints equipped with
tiled displays connected by high-speed networks. It
enables users to share their scientific visualization at an
| Proceedings of the IEEE
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extremely high-resolution with remote collaborators while
communicating with each other via multipoint HD video
and audio streaming to their tiled displays. Chromium has
been integrated with VNC [30] to support remote
visualization and collaboration [1] and DCV also supports
remote visualization streaming using VNC. However, in
their approaches, a remote client can only be single desktop computer rather than a tiled display.
Historically, computer clusters were used to drive scalable tiled display walls. With the advent of Bmultiheaded[
graphics cards such as AMD’s Eyefinity, NVIDIA’s Scalable
Visualization Solutions, and Matrox’s Display Wall Controller, it is possible to support over a dozen displays from a
single PC. Driving a tiled display with a single computer
greatly reduces the cost of ownership and maintenance of a
tiled display wall. Furthermore, it enables applications to
run natively, thereby eliminating the need to parallelize
them. On the other hand driving a high-resolution wall
with a single computer introduces significant challenges in
resource management. In particular, the operating system
must be able to intelligently align the cores of a CPU, the
available network capacity, bus bandwidth, and GPU
resources to respond to the real-time interactions of multiple users attempting to manipulate content on the wall at
the same time. The prioritization of system resources
would not necessarily be based on fastest job completion
time such as in prior approaches [13], [14], [40], but would
also consider which windows are the largest on the wall,
which ones are least occluded by other windows, and which
ones are being interacted with by a user. Work to develop
such a multiuser interaction-based resource manager is
currently underway in the design of the next generation of
SAGE, called SAGE-Next. In order to adequately control
systems resources, SAGE-Next uses the concept of Rails
[36], which enables the alignment of specific cores and
memory caches of a CPU, system interrupts, and the
network interfaces, on an application basisVin essence
providing them with the notion of Bquality of service.[

IV. USER INTERACTION
The goal of constructing rooms equipped with SRDWs
is to create information spaces that cover our field of
view, allowing multiple remote or collocated people to
work together to create a shared representation made
up of a variety of interrelated digital artifacts that are
easily created, manipulated, and persistently stored.
SRDWs empower users to better cope with information
intensive tasks because they enable more information to be
juxtaposed simultaneously. They also have the potential to
promote more natural physical navigation of the content,
and improve spatial performance when users are analyzing
high-resolution data sets. But perhaps most importantly,
the intersection of large size and high resolution makes
them excellent collaborative workspaces, not too dissimilar from traditional paper-based war rooms or project
6
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rooms that have been found to provide as much as a
twofold improvement in the productivity of its users [35].
However, the cited potential benefits of the SRDWs
can only be achieved through the design of user-interfaces
that are informed by the way people work in environments
surrounded with content. Prior research has shown that
previously well-established desktop interaction techniques
generally do not scale to larger displays [2], [8], motivating
the need for new approaches. For large display walls, prior
efforts were directed at addressing the issues of target
acquisition, cursor tracking, gesturing and pointing,
mostly with single users in mind. However, given that
vast quantities of content can potentially be posted on the
display walls, there is a need for approaches to help
multiple users, especially those working in teams, to easily
and concurrently manipulate and organize the content. In
this regard, the user-interface design in SAGE [18]
embodies the most comprehensive understanding of the
problem to date.
SAGE makes the following assumptions about the way
users work in front of SRDWs.
• DistributedVUser interfaces can be automatically
displayed and interacted with across any number of
displays, driven by any number of machines.
• ScalableVAs the size and resolution of scalable
displays varies significantly, it is imperative that
the interaction system adapts to the target display
size and resolution from the perspective of
visibility and usability.
• MultiuserVGenerally, empowering every user
with control minimizes social barriers for participation by eliminating the need to request control
or interfering with other users. This in turn promotes discussion and fosters collaboration. Additionally, individual control facilitates task division
among group members, potentially increasing
group performance through a greater degree of
parallelism.
• MultimodalVGiven the numerous potential applications of scalable displays, it is unlikely that a
single input modality will satisfy interaction requirements of every use case. The choice of interaction modality depends on the number of
potential users, the target display size and the
mobility of users in front of the display.

A. Interaction Zones
Various devices such as touch input, Gyromouse,
trackpad, six degree-of-freedom tracked wand, Nintendo’s
Wiimote, Microsoft Kinect, and wireless laptops/tablets,
have all been examined as possible candidates for
interacting with SRDWs. Observations of approximately
30 users (students, staff and faculty at the University of
Illinois) over a period of two years suggest that as the
distance between the user and the wall increases, so too
does the preference for indirect interaction increase
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smaller workspaces that can be managed independently
(see Fig. 6). A tiling feature will automatically keep windows
within a specified workspace organized in a logical grid, or an
ordering that minimizes windows crossing over physical
display mullions. SAGE also enables the current content on
the wall to be saved to enable users to continue working at a
later time, or to restore the state of the collaboration in the
event of a computer or power failure.

Fig. 5. Suitable modalities of interaction for four major interaction
zones in front of a scalable resolution display wall.

(see Fig. 5). For example, when a user is up-close to the wall,
it is most convenient to be able to reach out with one’s hand
and directly touch the image on the wall, whereas a user
who is seated far from the wall would prefer to manipulate
the information on the wall using the mouse pointer on their
laptop to remotely control a pointer on the wall.

B. Display Space Management
Mostly overlapping windows on traditional desktop
displays become mostly visible windows on SRDWs, meaning that the problem of window switching now gives way to
the problem of window organization. Compounded by the
fact that large screen real estate will inevitably entice users
to juxtapose more information, one must examine better
ways to help users organize this information into meaningful arrangements. SAGE provides a number of features
toward this end. For example, SAGE provides resizable
horizontal and vertical partitions for dividing the wall into

C. Supporting Collaborative Work
Work in SRDWs closely mirrors the kinds of activity
found in traditional paper-based war rooms and project
rooms. Collaboration is amplified due to two factors: users
are able to collectively externalize and organize all the
relevant information; and users maintain a constant spatial
awareness of the information and the experts in the room.
Observations of users in SAGE revealed the following.
• Partitioning the display spaceVPartitioning the
display space was frequently employed to designate
individual workspaces for each user and to spatially
categorize information.
• Individual organization preferencesVUsers seemed
to embrace the ability to organize their own display
space without interfering with others, and if we
allow them to exercise their individual preferences
they are more likely to adopt wall displays as a
collaborative medium.
• Sense of ownershipVDuring collaborative work
users seem to respect each other’s window ownership and personal space, even if not explicitly defined. This suggests that social protocols may be
sufficient for coordinating control among groups
of users.
• Supporting reorganizationVWhen users are engaged
in analysis or sense-making tasks, viewing information arranged in different logical arrangements

Fig. 6. A user partitions on the work space in SAGE by drawing wall dividers with his finger.
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•

•

•

can bring about different perspectivesVa phenomenon often referred to as the Rashomon effect [15].
Structure versus freedomVAlthough automatic
layout features are very useful in structuring the
environment, users will always want the freedom
to fine-tune the layout to exactly fit their needs.
Organization learning curveVDisplay space organization became a necessary part of the workflow,
however it is evident that using the space effectively is a skill to be learned. Perhaps the system
can monitor the state of the display and assist with
organization given any metadata that might be
available about the content being displayed.
Offline preparationVUsers also have a need to
prepare for meetings ahead of time by scripting the
presentation from their desktop or laptop computers using a virtual template of the SRDW.

D. Voice Command
A much less examined modality for interacting with
SRDWs is through the use of voice commands. Voice
commands are most effective when recognition accuracy is
high, when they do not require the user to memorize a
vocabulary or grammar, and when it takes less time to utter
the verbal command than to perform the action through
direct manipulation. Articulate is a system that attempts to
interpret natural language queries to automatically produce appropriate visualizations of data. This is can potentially be very powerful for controlling SRDWs because it
can provide a rapid means of creating data plots and other
more advanced visualizations without requiring the user to
struggle with yet another user-interaction device. The use
of a natural language interpreter enables the user to issue
commands without conforming to a rigid grammatical
structure, and a graph reasoner enables the system to make
an educated guess as to the type of visualization that best
answers the user’s query. The approach deemphasizes the
physical manipulations needed to create a desired graph,
so that the user can focus on asking questions about the
data. Initial studies of a desktop system showed this indeed
to be true. Users took less time to accurately produce a
desired graph using Articulate than a more familiar tool,
Microsoft Excel [34]. Research is needed to more deeply
understand how to fully leverage this modality in SRDWs.

V. A CH I E VI N G 3- D
Thus far, SRDWs have primarily displayed 2-D content.
With the advent of 3-D-capable LCD displays it is likely
that all displays in the future will provide a 3-D display
capability essentially for free in the same way that stereo
and surround sound audio are a standard feature of all
audio/visual systems today. In the early 1990s, stereoscopic head-mounted displays (HMDs) and immersive CAVEs
[7] cost from tens of thousands to one million dollars;
today a 3-D television costs as little as a thousand dollars.
8
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The holy grail of stereoscopic computer displays is
autostereoscopyVthe ability to show stereoscopic images
without requiring the user to wear any form of mediating
glasses. Autostereo displays work by presenting the viewer
with a vertically interleaved set of left and right eye
stereoscopic images, and then using either vertical strips of
plastic lenses or a physical line screen barrier separated by
a small gap. This allows separate left and right eye images
to be presented to the viewer without requiring them to
wear any form of eyewear, such as those used in HMDs or
the CAVE. One drawback of this technique is that when a
viewer moves his/her head an opposite pair of images can
potentially be presented to the viewer creating reversed
stereo (also known as pseudostereo). To compensate for
this, head tracking systems such as the ones used in the
CAVE, or camera-based tracking systems, were used to
track the viewers head to ensure the correct set of left/
right eye images were presented to the viewer. To support
multiple viewers, multiple views must be simultaneously
projected from the display. Approaches for this include:
spatial multiplexingVwhere the total resolution of the
display is split between multiple views; multiprojectorV
where an array of projectors simultaneously project multiple views onto a special transmissive or reflective screen;
or time-sequentialVwhere a single very fast display device
creates multiple views that are synchronized with a secondary optical component (such as a ferroelectric liquid
crystal shutter) that directs the images to the appropriate
zones in space. At the present time, the only practical
approach is spatial multiplexing, as the approach can take
advantage of new and higher density LCD displays.
One significant drawback of autostereo displays is that
at least half the horizontal resolution of a display is lost in
order to present both left and right eye images. This has led
some researchers to develop high-resolution autostereo
SRDWs using either a tiling of LCD panels or an array of
horizontally placed projectors [25]. In the former case a
barrier-screen-based system called Varrier used a 7  5 tiling of 21-in LCD panels, providing an autostereo resolution of 3000  6000 [32], pictured in Fig. 7. Shortly after
the invention of the Varrier, a major breakthrough was
achieved whereby a screen could display both autostereoscopic and monoscopic content within sub-windows on a
single screen. Known as the Dynallax (for Dynamic Parallax
barrier), this particular approach replaced the static Varrier
barrier screen with an LCD panel that could be dynamically
controlled to draw lines that are any width and pitch, as
well as regions with and without the line screens (and
hence regions with and without the stereo effect) [28].
Whereas Varrier was designed to provide autostereo for
a single viewpoint, the Dynallax technique has been shown
to be able to potentially support multiple views. The ability
to present multiple views simultaneously allows more than
one viewer to see autostereoscopic images at the same
time. This is important if autostereo is to ever become a
practical mainstream display device.
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Fig. 7. The Varrier autostereo display wall (2005).

Commercial products are also beginning to emerge,
albeit still at a very low resolution. For example Philips’
WOWzone system consists of a tiling of 3  3 42-in
1920  1080 LCDs that provides nine views at an effective
autostereo resolution of 640  3240 pixels per eye.
Whereas it will take many years for autostereo to be
perfected to the point that they are practical commercial
products, it is possible in the interim to develop high
quality stereoscopic SRDWs using passive stereo techniques, such as in CAVE2 [9], [23], [24].
The goals in selecting a display technology for CAVE2
are scalable resolution, high brightness and contrast, thin
borders, and low maintenance. These factors argue for using
LCDs, especially given the emergence of ultrathin bezels
(G 4 mm per side). Several 3-D technologies for LCDs were
considered and passive micropolarized stereo was determined to offer the best combination of image quality and
practicality. A micropolarizer is a thin (0.8 mm) overlay
that polarizes each pixel row in alternate directions, as in
Fig. 8. Its strengths are simple construction, compatibility
with thin-bezel displays, commercial availability, and good
image quality normal to the display surface as well as offaxis in the direction parallel to the micropolarizer lines. Its
main drawback is image crosstalk in the direction perpendicular to the micropolarizer lines. Several configurations
have been tested, including finished products as well as
inhouse bench assembly of a micropolarizing sheet on top
of LCD displays from two manufacturers. All displays were
46-in, 1920  1080, with a pixel pitch of 0.530 mm.
The micropolarizing sheet consists of rows of alternating retarders, further separated by black lines called guard
bands, on a glass substrate. When the micropolarizer is
registered with the pixel grid, alternate pixel rows are
polarized oppositely and are visible in each eye.
The percentage of crosstalk is the amount of light, intended for one eye, entering the other eye. While zero
crosstalk is ideal, in practice 2%–5% is very good, and

5%–8% is acceptable. Three test patterns were used for
quantitative evaluation (see Fig. 9) in addition to qualitatively evaluating virtual scenes of 3-D objects. The fullfield pattern consists of a black image for one eye and white
for the other and is used for registering the micropolarizer
overlay with the LCD pixel rows. Both angular and positional registration are easily found by adjusting the orientation and location of the overly in order to create full,
uniform fields that maximize the contrast between the
white and black channels.
The cross-hatch test pattern consists of white diagonal
bars in opposite directions, angled up for one eye and
down for the other eye, and is used to measure crosstalk
photometrically by aiming a spot-meter at four different
regions in the pattern. If region 0 is black in both channels,
region 1 is black in the Bsignal[ channel and white in the
crosstalk channel, region 2 is white in the signal channel
and black in the crosstalk channel, and region 3 is white in
both channels, then the crosstalk is ðI1  I0 Þ=ðI2  I0 Þ,
where In is the intensity in region n. The process is repeated for each eye, and the results are averaged.
The Weissman test pattern is a visual gradient consisting of varying gray-scale reference bars [39], and crosstalk
is visually compared to a reference pattern. The percentage
crosstalk for each set of reference lines has been precomputed and is read directly from the chart. Accurate results
require color and contrast to be matched among displays,
and there is also some subjectivity when different individuals view the pattern. In practice, the pattern is accurate to a range of values (for example, between 2%–4%),
and the center of that range was recorded.
Table 1 shows the results of the crosstalk measurements on three LCD displays and demonstrates that overall
crosstalk levels are acceptable. A good optical bond can
improve crosstalk by a factor of two, as the first and second
rows (bonded versus unbonded) of Fig. 9 show. It is

Fig. 8. Exploded view of the main components of a
micropolarized LCD 3-D display.
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Fig. 9. Test pattern used to register micropolarizer overlay with pixel grid (full-field) and two test patterns to measure crosstalk
(cross-hatch and Weissman).

believed that different pixel substructure, brightness and
contrast account for the differences between the second
and third rows (unbonded display models). Our tests
indicate that thin-bezel micropolarized displays are a
viable direction for the development of CAVE2 display
technology. More commercial models have become available since these tests were conducted, and those will be
evaluated as well.
One limitation of micropolarized displays is that
crosstalk increases dramatically when viewing off-center
in a direction perpendicular to the micropolarizer lines.
Tests showed a cutoff at approximately 15 –20 . This must
be considered when designing tiled walls and CAVEs. For
example, a wall spanning an 8-ft high space would need to
be viewed from 12 ft away in order for the top and bottom
of the display to have acceptable crosstalk. Taller spans
or closer viewing distances can be mitigated by tilting
the top and bottom rows. Another approach that is being
investigated is to shift or bias the micropolarizer overlay

so that the micropolarizer rows are centered with pixel
rows relative to the off-axis line of sight rather than
relative to the normal direction of the screen. To the best
of our knowledge, this approach has not appeared in prior
literature. Several configurations of CAVE2s using these
ideas are illustrated in Fig. 10.

VI. USE CASES
SRDWs are proliferating rapidly in universities, national
laboratories as well as industry. For example in 2011 over

Table 1 The LCD Panels Are Evaluated Using Two Test Patterns. Bonded/
Unbonded Refers to Whether a Commercial Finished Product Was
Evaluated Versus Our Bench Assembly of an Xpol Overlay on
Top of the LCD, Without an Optical Bond

Fig. 10. Possible designs for CAVE2. The top designs use 46-in
micropolarized LCDs, the middle designs use 55-in displays. The
bottom design is an artist’s conception of the final design.
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70 sites around the world had adopted the technology and
are using SAGE to drive them [20], [31].

A. Antarctic Exploration
ENDURANCE is a NASA funded project that sent a
robotic submersible under ice-covered West Lake Bonney
in the Taylor Valley of Antarctica to gather data about the
three-dimensional biochemical structure of the interior of
the lake, and to create high-resolution sonar maps of the
bottom of the lake and the face of Taylor Glacier at the end
of the lake. Biochemical data, camera data, and sonar data
from the robot was collected in fall 2008 and fall 2009.
EVL’s high-resolution walls were used for several activities
during this project.
Mission Planning: The science and engineering team
members viewed full-resolution Quickbird satellite photos
of the Taylor Valley and Lake Bonney on the wall in the
months before the mission. The members of the team who
had been to the lake before were better able to brief the
new members of the expedition on what to expect and
discuss possible locations to place the camp and melt holes
on the surface of the lake.
Data Validation: The science and engineering team
members used the EVL cybercommons in April 2010 to
look at all the data collected from both deployments (see
Fig. 11). Validating the data required simultaneous viewing
of tables of data, graphs of the data, and the geographic
location and times of the data collection points, which was
easy given the size and resolution of the cybercommons
wall. Linking these representations together allowed
aberrations in the graphs to be easily located in time and
space and decisions could be made on whether the data
was valid.

Research and Analysis: The science team used the high
resolution walls to easily integrate a full-resolution Quickbird satellite photo of Lake Bonney taken during the
mission with full-resolution photographs taken by the
robot from beneath the surface of the lake looking upwards
through the ice to determine the amount of small debris
present at different points in the lake, which affects the
amount of light that is transmitted through the ice, which
affects the biochemical properties. The wall allowed the
science team to see both context and detail simultaneously
and made it easier to see overall patterns.
The processing of the sonar data for the bottom of the
lake and the glacier face was complicated due to a concentrated salt layer in the lake. Various sets of parameters
were used to generate a final sonar point cloud and to
convert it into a polygonal mesh. The science team used
the cybercommons in April 2011 to simultaneously display
visualizations of the results from the different sets of
parameters to better compare and contrast them and pick
the most appropriate set of values.
In May 2011, the science team returned to analyze the
data using the wall to simultaneously show multiple representations of the data to better discuss and understand
the underlying phenomena in the lake. The wall helped
externalize and share the mental models of the biochemical processes that individuals were using.

B. Classrooms of the Future
As with most universities, the University of Illinois at
Chicago has multimedia classrooms with a projector and
computer. These standard multimedia rooms are not well
equipped for courses in areas such as visualization, visual
analytics, computer graphics, interaction, or video game
design. For these courses it is important to have multiple
screens of notes, code, and examples available, and its

Fig. 11. The ENDURANCE teams used EVL’s high-resolution walls to juxtapose multiple data sets for data validation and analysis.
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impossible to do that with a single projection screen. These
standard multimedia rooms also make it difficult to teach
courses with remotely participating classrooms or speakers. They typically do not have enough bandwidth for highquality video conferencing, and not enough screens to
simultaneously show the remote site and the shared topic
of discussion.
In order to address this need in 2004 EVL converted
one of our large meeting rooms into a classroom space for
40 students, and it has been evolving since that time with
increasing numbers of screens. In summer 2009, we
installed a 6  3 tiled LCD wall of thin-border 46-in digital
signage displays with a total resolution of 18 Mpixels
driven by a single PC with 20 Gb of network capability.
The room also contains ambient microphones for the class,
dedicated mikes for speaker, and multiple high definition
cameras for remote sessions. In the summer of 2010 we
added a touch screen to the wall allowing interaction with
content on the wall at the wall itself in addition to using a
gyromouse, or a laptop. The wall acts like a traditional
classroom that had multiple sliding blackboards or whiteboards for increased space to give context to the current
discussion, but with the advantages of being able to bring
up digital media on those screens. The single computer
driving the display makes support simple. The small
borders mean text is always readable.
In the last two years six faculty members have taught
ten different courses in this room including courses in
computer science, high-energy physics, and art and design,

and three of those courses were taught with remote
participants. The wall is typically divided into sections for
classwork, and different courses divide the wall in different ways. Local courses typically break the wall into
three parts with 1/3 for the current notes in powerpoint or
html format, 1/3 for a variety of related images, movies, or
pdf documents to give context, and 1/3 for a Wacom tablet
streamed to wall as a whiteboard. Students can add to the
discussion by dragging and dropping images, pdf files, or
movies onto the main screen and pointing at media on the
wall via their laptops. Social constraints are effective in
limiting the potential anarchy. During student project
presentations the wall is typically broken into two parts
with the students presenting from their laptop on half,
while the other half hold images of the different project
solutions the class has come up with allowing the rest of
the class to compare and contrast them. Remote courses
typically break the wall into two parts with half for the
current notes shared between the sites and half for the
remote site in high-resolution video.
There is also considerable ad hoc use of the wall.
Groups of students in the Visual Analytics and Video Game
Programming courses use the wall to brainstorm different
visual and interaction ideas by sketching with the streaming Wacom whiteboard on part of the wall, and streaming
their laptop screens to windows on the wall to display
previous solutions or related material from the web. Similarly groups of graduate students brainstormed ideas for
their research projects using the streaming whiteboard for

Fig. 12. From top left to bottom right, four snapshots depicting the use of the Science Information Wall at the Center for Nanoscale Materials:
(a) display of dynamic molecular simulations (propane reaction on supported platinum nanoclusters); (b) presentation of research posters;
(c) presentation of research highlights (growth process of nanoparticles); and (d) introductory presentations for visitors of the facility.
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Fig. 13. Argonne National Laboratory’s virtual poster gallery.

drawing while posting related pdf papers on the wall. We
also saw groups of doctoral students studying for the computer science qualifying exam by putting multiple exams
and answers along with related web pages on the screens
for discussion.
Surveys of 30 students showed that 2/3 liked it better
than a single computer projector, and half thought it much
better than one or more whiteboards or blackboards. Twothirds thought visibility of information was much better
than in traditional classrooms, and half thought it was
much better in helping them follow their lectures.

C. Nanoscale Materials Science Research
The Center for Nanoscale Materials (CNM) at Argonne
National Laboratory is a premier user facility, providing
expertise, instruments and infrastructure for interdisciplinary nanoscience and nanotechnology research. There are
1050 users from 39 states and Puerto Rico, 70 international users from 17 countries, and several industrial users.
Two SRDWs were installed (see Fig. 12 and 13) to enable
the examination of experimental as well as simulation data
from research experiments, the presentation of research
findings, and the observation of clean room activities. The
Science Information Wall (SIW) is a 4  3 SRDW with
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